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it is the world's first timepiece, and it has two parts: a dial and a body. The dial is made of two parts: the outer part is ceramic, the inner part is plastic, the dial background is steel, and the outer side is bronze. It shows the correct time, date and day, and it can be used as a timepiece for bedside. The inner part is the "Tianshi Time Counting Method" motor. It shows the correct time on the dial according to the "Tianshi Time Counting Method", and the outer part shows the
current time which is synchronous with the "Tianshi Time Counting Method". In the "Tianshi Time Counting Method", the 24-solar term is divided into 24 segments, and the time counting interval between each segment is 24 minutes. Every segment has its own special color, and the special color of each segment has the special meaning. In this way, people can read the time, date, and day on the dial according to their needs. The "Tianshi Time Counting Method" applies to
the 24-solar term and it is synchronous with the earth rotation, therefore it will synchronize and match with the human's heartbeats, and it can also prevent disaster caused by leap seconds. Its basic principle is that the 24-solar term is divided into 24 segments, and the time counting interval between each segment is 24 minutes. If the earth rotation is R, the time counting interval between each segment is T, and the earth's rotation speed is v, the "Tianshi Time Counting
Method" has the following formula: T = 24(R/v) T = 24(24/v) = 24(2/v) T = 24/2 T = 12 So, the correct time can be counted on the dial according to the "Tianshi Time Counting Method", and the error of the current time standard can be compensated according to the "Tianshi Time Counting Method" "Tianshi Time Counting Method" Description: It is synchronous with the earth rotation, and it can prevent disaster caused by leap seconds. It is the current status and the
basic idea of time counting in the world. It can avoid the problem of leap seconds which the present time standard can't resolve by using the new time counting method. The cal
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Fig. 1 The structure of Tianshi Clock Fig. 2 The appearance and working mechanism of Tianshi Clock Fig. 3 The gear ratio: the calculation of the gear ratio Fig. 4 The clock-tower: the calculation of the gear ratio Fig. 5 1st link: the calculation of the gear ratio Fig. 6 2nd link: the calculation of the gear ratio Fig. 7 3rd link: the calculation of the gear ratio Fig. 8 The method of calculation of the gear ratio: the whole calculation Fig. 9 The gear ratio: the calculation of the
whole gear ratio Fig. 10 The gear ratio: the calculation of the pitch of the gearEfficacy and safety of citalopram in outpatients with depression: a post hoc analysis of data from the citalopram database. The objective of this post hoc analysis was to assess the efficacy and tolerability of citalopram in adult outpatients with major depression, including data from the pooled phase 2, 3, and long-term extension (LTE) studies. Adult outpatients (n = 2497) were randomized to
citalopram 20-60 mg/day or placebo for 1 week to 4 weeks (dependent on the time of study entry) in the combined phase 2, 3, and LTE studies. The primary efficacy measure was the 17-item Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD17) total score at week 8. Secondary measures included change from baseline to week 8 in the Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), Clinical Global Impression-Severity scale, Patient's Global Impression of
Improvement, and Clinician's Global Impression of Improvement. Safety analyses included the incidence of adverse events and adverse events leading to discontinuation. Patients treated with citalopram for 8 weeks showed significantly greater reductions from baseline in mean HRSD17 total score (P 

What's New in the Tianshi Clock?

This Tianshi Clock can synchronous and synclastic to the earth rotation, and concerns the healthiness of mankind. It can also avoid some disasters caused by leap second. The Tianshi Clock works using the Tianshi Time Counting Method. It is synchronous and synclastic with the earth rotation, and concerns the healthiness of mankind. It can also avoid some disasters caused by leap second. This Tianshi Clock is the integrated scientific and technical payoffs of Chinese
traditional calendar (24-solar term and 72-scale) and modern space theory of life science. It is the theoretical method that submitted to the UNESCO to improve the current time counting standard appropriately, and it will predominate the correction of the error of the present time counting standard. This Tianshi Clock is the design of professor Ren Lian of the Life Science Theory Research Institute of Shandong Life Science Academy. This Tianshi Clock is the integrated
scientific and technical payoffs of Chinese traditional calendar (24-solar term and 72-scale) and modern space theory of life science. It is the theoretical method that submitted to the UNESCO to improve the current time counting standard appropriately, and it will predominate the correction of the error of the present time counting standard. This Tianshi Clock is the integrated scientific and technical payoffs of Chinese traditional calendar (24-solar term and 72-scale)
and modern space theory of life science. It is the theoretical method that submitted to the UNESCO to improve the current time counting standard appropriately, and it will predominate the correction of the error of the present time counting standard. It is synchronous and synclastic with the earth rotation, and concerns the healthiness of mankind. It can also avoid some disasters caused by leap second. This Tianshi Clock works using the Tianshi Time Counting Method. It
is synchronous and synclastic with the earth rotation, and concerns the healthiness of mankind. It can also avoid some disasters caused by leap second. This Tianshi Clock is the integrated scientific and technical payoffs of Chinese traditional calendar (24-solar term and 72-scale) and modern space theory of life science. It is the theoretical method that submitted to the UNESCO to improve the current time counting standard appropriately, and it will predominate the
correction of the error of the present time counting standard. This Tianshi Clock is the integrated scientific and technical payoffs of Chinese traditional calendar (24-solar term and 72-scale) and modern space theory of life science. It is the theoretical method that submitted to the UNESCO to improve the current time counting standard appropriately, and it will predominate the correction of the error of the present time counting standard.
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System Requirements For Tianshi Clock:

Minimum System Requirements: OS: Windows 10 / Windows 8.1 / Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Athlon XP 1.6 GHz or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: OpenGL 1.5 (Quake III / Wolfenstein 3D compatible) Storage: 300 MB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c Recommended System Requirements: Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD Athlon 64 3
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